"A bsolutely out of the question!" Commander Zonj said, smacking his claw on the desk for emphasis. Captain Glanx always felt uneasy when he had to visit the Commander's office at Central Base and suffer the stare of Zonj's compound eyes. Today, in particular, after the way things had gone on his first mission as Captain, it would have been easy to bow his head and skitter off without another word. But he felt responsible for how things had turned out. And, beyond that, he truly wanted to help the human waiting outside.
"Sir, I realize there isn't much precedent for what I'm proposing …" "There isn't any precedent for it! Bad enough that you let two aliens on board your ship. Aliens, I might add, that you were so ill-equipped to care for that one of them has since died. But now you show up in my office and suggest that we employ the survivor? And as a ship's pilot, no less?" Zonj waved his four arms in consternation. "This is not an auspicious start to your captaincy, Glanx!" It should have been an easy mission, a routine survey trip to a system with a single, planet-bound sentient race. But as soon as the initial data were analysed, the cultural scientists were amazed by the advances made by the people who called their world Earth. Not only had they advanced beyond using super-light gases as their sole means of flight, but they had evidence of rocket programmes that could soon bring their civilization into space.
The scientists pushed to stay longer and longer, especially once they had determined that there was political unrest in one of the most technologically advanced sectors of the planet. But the ship's cloaking system was behaving erratically and Glanx had declared the mission complete. The crew readied for the journey home while the ship idled over a large expanse of water.
"Captain," said one of the bridge crew, "we're having trouble with the cloak again. Some signals from below are disrupting it. "
Glanx recalled the primary rule of surveying -"Don't be seen" -and promptly ordered her to increase the cloak's power. Afterwards, he learned that this decision had fatally crippled the ability of the humans to communicate with their peers.
A while later, the same crew member alerted Glanx to the crash of a human flying vessel nearby. She also pointed out that humans were ill-suited to survival in water.
There was a sudden buzz by Glanx's head. "Captain, think of the opportunity we have here!" One of the scientists hovered uncomfortably close to Glanx, his wings beating slowly. "If the humans from that vessel have survived, we could bring them on board. They could help us fill in the gaps in our data. " "And!" the scientist continued, not letting Glanx speak, "as the choice is do this or let them perish, there would be only minor conflict with our rules of surveying. Weigh that against the possible benefit and, really, what choice is there?" If Glanx had spoken up immediately he could have quashed this plan. But he took a moment to consider it and in that time each of the scientists joined the call to rescue the humans in the name of research.
There had been two of them, barely conscious, clinging to the wreckage. One, much more seriously injured, had indeed died not long after being brought on board. Communication with the other human had been difficult at first. The translation systems were designed to render Council Standard from Earth languages, not the reverse. This limitation was eventually overcome but the scientists lost interest once they discovered that the survivor could provide no detailed insights into Earth affairs. Glanx had been the only one who wanted to talk to the human after that. First, he did so from a sense of obligation. But from their conversations, he found that they shared a desire to explore and that this human was a particularly accomplished practitioner of their flight technologies. Soon, he viewed their conversations as a highlight of his day.
And so he stood before Zonj, making one last attempt to convince the Commander to find a place for the rescued human in the Unified Council's fleet. "Begging your pardon, Commander, being a good pilot isn't just about physical form. You haven't spoken with the human and heard the passion …" "I won't have a pilot with simple eyes in my fleet and that's final! You're dismissed, Captain Glanx. " Zonj pointedly went about tapping an appendage on a computer display screen.
Glanx scuttled into the corridor, his feelers drooping. The human sat, seemingly patient. But he could tell this patience wasn't entirely genuine. Her two eyes -so close together within her head -flitted from side to side. "I'm really quite sorry. I tried my best, but I just couldn't convince our Commander to take you on. " He tapped his claws together. "Still, I'm sure we can do something. We can't take you back to Earth, but there's got to be somewhere in the galaxy where your particular skills will come in handy, Miss Earhart. 
